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The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3385 - 3386

Scared!

Levi Garrison is so oppressive, they are really afraid.

“Pfft!”

…

Many people couldn’t hold on any longer and fell to their knees directly.

“Spare us! We beg you! Spare our lives!”

“Father!!! No, Grandpa! Forgive me! We are afraid!”

“We are just chores, made by several leaders! It has nothing to do with us!”

…

Human nature is the most untested.

The six leaders turned their heads and looked at the loyal subordinates behind them in
disbelief.

Those who swore poison, drank all blood and wine, and even cursed, pushed them out in
order to survive.

Of course, it was mainly because Levi Garrison was too scary.

They didn’t know at all what method Levi Garrison would use to kill them.
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The waiting process was horrible.

Scared them to collapse.

So beg for mercy!

“I beg you! Forgive me! Grandpa!”

…

More and more members began to beg Levi Garrison for mercy.

This made the six leaders explode with anger.

In fact, they also have the idea of   surrender.

But if they were more awake and understood, it was no use surrendering.

Levi Garrison won’t let you go because of this.

He will still kill you.

So surrendering and begging for mercy is useless!

Seeing this, Levi Garrison was immediately happy.

“Okay! Then I ask you, who gave my daughter the strongest poison in the first place?”

Levi Garrison asked.

“he!”

Everyone pointed to the two leaders in unison.

Even the dark doctor pointed to the second leader!
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At the beginning, he just watched the second leader take the strongest poison for Levilia,
but there was no way to stop it.

This is the pain in his heart all the time!

I often dream of this scene.

The second leader was pointed at by so many people, he was dumbfounded!

Was he the first to be shot?

At this time, he found that the other five leaders, his best eldest brothers, all pointed at him
in unison.

At this time, in order to survive, they pushed him out?

Or, everyone doesn’t want to be the first to die.

He was really stunned.

“I, I, I… Mr. Ye, please listen to my explanation. Although I took the poison, the idea was
proposed by the big bosses. The poison was also provided by them, and several of them are
related!”

The two leaders are in a hurry, and they want to pull the leader and several people into the
water.

Now the other five are in a hurry.

They also pointed to the second leader, saying that he was the one who gave Levilia the
poison.

The second leader wanted to say something, but Levi Garrison had already walked in front
of him.

Putting his hand on Er Zou’s shoulder, the Er Zou only felt that a hundred thousand
mountains were pressing down on him.
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He’s about to collapse.

He was the first in the audience to come into close contact with Levi Garrison!

“Uuuuuu…”

He started sobbing, sweating all over his body and peeing his pants.

This is the most terrifying moment he has ever experienced in his life!

He really wanted to die on the spot.

Death Levi Garrison is terrible.

It is so.

Levi Garrison walked up to him, looked at him and sneered: “Want to see your body torn
apart?”

“what???”

The second leader became confused, he didn’t react when he heard this sentence, and
asked subconsciously.

“Well, don’t worry, I’ll be slower! I’m sure your body is torn apart, but your consciousness still
exists, your visual senses, and even pain nerves are still effective…”

Levi Garrison smiled.

That smile was like a demon.

Everyone was shivering.

They really wanted to run away.

But the whole body is weak, and it is impossible to escape.
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“Well, feel it!”

Levi Garrison looked at the two leaders and smiled.

The two leaders were still carefully mulling over Levi Garrison’s words.

He reacted in hindsight.

I know what Levi Garrison means.

“No…don’t…don’t! I don’t want! Don’t…”

The Return of the God of War [The Protector]
Chapter 3386

The two heads went crazy.

Shaking his head again and again.

He didn’t want that, not at all.

“Give me a treat! Kill me directly! I don’t want this!”

…

He begged out of control.

It’s just that Levi Garrison ignored him at all.

“boom!”

He gently patted the second head, and everyone heard a muffled sound.

Immediately afterwards, a cracking sound of “squeaky” came.
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“what!!!”

The two leaders have made a shrill scream!

That is a kind of pain that penetrates deep into the bone marrow and is imprinted on the
soul!

Everyone present felt the same.

It’s like it hurts on them!

The two heads looked at their own body with a pair of eyes in horror.

Accompanied by the terrible pain and the tearing and pulling sensation, he actually saw
what Levi Garrison said-the body gradually fell apart…

First the chest, then the stomach, then the legs…

It was cracking a little at a speed visible to the naked eye.

It stands to reason that if there is a crack, it should be cracked immediately on the spot.

But now the speed of his body’s cracking is very slow, as if it were controlled by humans.

Enough for the two leaders to see clearly for themselves.

The more and more terrifying pain hit, coupled with the fear of seeing the body split with his
own eyes, made the two heads roar like crazy.

But he couldn’t control all of this, he could only watch helplessly.

He couldn’t run even if he wanted to, because of the split body, he couldn’t control it.

Only consciousness exists, visual effects, and pain and fear.

crazy! ! !
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Everyone around was amazed!

This is definitely the most terrifying way to die that everyone has ever seen, bar none.

This is absolutely the worst thing the deceased has ever experienced.

In a burst of mad screams, everyone and the second leader watched their bodies torn apart.

…

This short one minute is the longest time everyone has experienced.

longer than a century.

Slowly, the screams became weaker and weaker.

In the end, there was no sound.

And the second leader also witnessed his own body disappear.

In the end, I realized that nothing existed.

In fact, he died a long time ago, but he witnessed the process of his own death.

This is the scariest thing.

…

prostration!

Dehydrated!

Everyone in Hydra is dehydrated!

Logically speaking, they are all gods.

Dehydration is impossible for them.
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But it still happened.

This is the extreme fear, which is fed back to the body from the spiritual level, causing such
a situation.

Death is not scary!

What is terrifying is the death that Levi Garrison brings to you!

“Who brought up the matter of poisoning my daughter?”

Levi Garrison asked.

“It’s him!!!”

Everyone pointed to the big leader.

The dark doctor naturally knew that and pointed to No. 1 at once.

In particular, the remaining four leaders are particularly active.

They pointed at the big head and shouted.

Although everyone is not afraid of death.

It is Levi Garrison who can bring death.

They don’t want to die so early!

Want to drag!

The chief panicked.

If you want to scold someone, it’s too late.

Because Levi Garrison’s eyes were already fixed on him.
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“The big boss, right? The boss of Hydra! Everything is under your control!”

“I originally wanted to keep you until the end before killing, but now the general trend is that
everyone wants you to die first, and I will fulfill everyone’s wishes first!”

Levi Garrison said lightly.

The Hydra people began to cheer, just because they were not the ones who died first.

They started celebrating.

They were so frightened by Levi Garrison.

The big head looked at Levi Garrison and said with a smile: “Mr. Ye, I was wrong, I was really
wrong! I realized that I was wrong, and I will treat you as a bull and a horse in the future…”

This was his last chance, so all the good things were said.

Levi Garrison looked at him and asked, “I believe you can see the scene where your head
exploded?”
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